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SCIPP International Releases Modular Security Awareness Course for Web
Application Developers
Interactive Modules Cover Most Common Overlooked Application Errors and
Vulnerabilities
Vienna, VA, March 30, 2016—SCIPP International (SCIPP), has re-launched its highly
acclaimed security awareness course for web application developers. The previous fourhour Secure Web Application Development Awareness (SWADA) course has been
restructured into 12 topic-specific modules, to provide greater flexibility and convenience
for web application developers, designers, supervisors and anyone who manages and
maintains information security.
Web applications have primarily focused on features and functionality. To reduce the
frequency and scope of data breaches, developers must create secure source code in
developing, modifying and maintaining applications. Security experts agree that
application security is the area responsible for the majority of cyber attacks, and an area
in which developers are poorly trained.
The animated, interactive course still addresses the most critical issues for data security,
integrity and compliance:
•
•
•
•

Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 Vulnerabilities
CWE/SANS Institute (CWE/SANS) 25 Top Programming Errors
Web Application Security Consortium (WASC) Threat Classification Project
Best practices for secure coding throughout the software development lifecycle

Each module includes a quiz to ensure learning and a certificate of training at completion
to demonstrate compliance.
SCIPP was the first security awareness company in the world to receive ANSI
accreditation for its security awareness certificate programs for end users and
application developers. An ANSI-accredited certificate program enables companies to
demonstrate they implemented a quality security awareness program.
About SCIPP International
SCIPP International™ is a global non-profit organization focused on security awareness
problems where they are most prevalent – at the human level. Based in Vienna, Virginia,
USA, SCIPP courses address information security risks and compliance issues through
its internationally-recognized awareness courses for end users and web application
developers. SCIPP’s core portfolio meets a variety of industry standards, including
payment card industry data security standards (PCI-DSS). More information is available
at http://www.SCIPPinternational.org.

